RETHINK FOOD
to Remake the World

Food is the nexus of society. With food we embody our values and connect with nature. We meet our physical needs and nourish
creativity and community. Each time we gather around the table, we honor the past, experience the present, and prepare for the future.
The importance of thinking about the future has never been greater. Today’s planetary challenges present a call to rethink the food
system that we cannot ignore. From breakthroughs in personal health monitoring to the sprouting of rooftop aquaponics, now there are
unprecedented opportunities for all of us to remake the world through food. Now is your chance to make the future.
F I V E I N N O V AT I O N Z O N E S T O R E M A K E T H E W O R L D T H R O U G H F O O D

Start here

Consider these five innovation zones
to discover ways to shape a better food
system for all. For each zone,
we point to...
New organizational and thinking MODELS

MODELS

TOOLS

How can we
ensure food safety
while also creating
scale-appropriate
regulations?

Can participatory
platforms enable
collaborative food
governance and
cross-border
cooperation?

better food

Emerging TOOLS to enable change
Ways to engage with and focus on PEOPLE
New METRICS for meaningful impact
Choose an entry point,
then...

METRICS

How can we use
food security and
health as measures
of accountability?

and a team.

PEEL back the layers of complexity
and map the network of stakeholders
and potential impacts.

MODELS

COOK your idea—let it simmer. What
new flavors emerge? What’s missing?
Ask others to taste your creation and
then go back through the process to
make it even better!
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How can we ensure
new and needed
innovations still honor
culinary heritage?

Stronger

Economy

How can we restore
food, land, and
well-being as global
public goods?

METRICS

What advances
in infrastructure can
ensure physical,
financial, and social
access to
markets?

PEOPLE
METRICS

In what ways can
food entrepreneurship
increase equity in local
economies, and how
can we measure
impact?

TOOLS

How can we use
sensor networks and
coordination
technologies to
reduce waste?

PEOPLE

How can we track
the sharing of food,
knowledge, and
resources as an
indicator of food
system strength?

TOOLS

Ecosystems
How can we rethink
local production and
distribution systems to
truly enable food
sovereignty?

MODELS

What new business
models can encourage
reciprocity, open-source
solutions, and
entrepreneurship?

Resilient

PEOPLE

What potential do
citizen reporting and
citizen science have
for shaping food
policy?

CHOP through existing assumptions
and move different pieces of your idea
around. What new partnerships can
you form? What gaps can you fill?

GOVERNANCE
PEOPLE

MAKE THE FUTURE!
GATHER ideas, data, information,

METRICS

What new
technologies allow us
to account for the
environmental and
social costs of
our food?

MODELS

How can we
activate a diversity of
production methods to
ensure a diversity of foods,
including open-source
and biosynthetic
approaches?

How can we
aggregate
microcontributions to
create new forms of
value and bottom-up
change?

Celebrated

Cultures

MODELS

How can public
squares, bus stops, and
schools be repurposed
and redesigned for
food production?
PEOPLE

TOOLS

What new
technologies might
augment the social
and sensory
experiences of
eating?

TOOLS

How will understanding
of the microbiome and
neurogastronomy create
pathways for promoting
individual and
collective health?

Food Secure

Cities

How can the
culinary and medical
communities partner to
promote wellness and
treat illness?

METRICS

Can mapping and
data-driven approaches
ensure food access
and reduce
hunger?

